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Encountering Jesus 

Luke 5:1-11 
 

The Scene 

 

2 years ago I had the wonderful privilege of going as a biblical scholar and teacher with a tour group 

for 3 weeks to Israel, Jordan and Lebanon. Stayed 4 days on shores of Sea of Galilee. Found a boat 

preserved in mud from time of Jesus and so constructed some based on it. Sailed up to Capernaum on 

one. Near there are series of steep inlets with zig zagging shoreline with each inlet forming  natural 

amphitheatre  and voice carries so clearly. Had wonderful experience reading story of Jesus stilling 

storm on sea to group on the boat.  

 

So pretty easy me picture this scene. One of secrets understanding gospel is to use imagine and paint a 

picture of what happening and enter into story and get caught up in it yourself so you become a 

participant. 

 

So here’s the scene. Luke tells us in previous chapt Jesus been preaching and healing all around 

countryside – last v ch kept on preaching 

 

Important point – this whole scene and call of Peter and others not just come out of blue – people 

been hearing about Jesus and what on about, and making various kinds of judgements – maybe these 

guys heard him. 

 

So when doing some preaching and teaching down by shore of Sea of Galilee – beautiful – and 

crowds pressing around, and boats nearby so gets into one and uses as temporary platform – they 

pretty cool about it. 

 

So that the scene. Luke as it were been using wide angle lens – big view. Pretty quickly though zooms 

in – background disappears – just Jesus and Peter and interaction between. 

 

The story 

 

v4-5…. Would love this to have been on a home video – because love catch look on Peter’s face and 

tone in voice. I mean here’s situation. Peter vastly experienced fisherman – knows this lake – been 

fishing all nigh. Zilch. Jesus – religious teacher from inland – carpenters son. Tells him how to fish – 

not only that, his advice a nonsense. 

 

My experience in fishing –  down at Twizel in South Island high country, great fishing area. People 

we with wanted go fishing on Lake, so got in boat went out middle of day. Caught nothing. Trawling 

back in round edge guy used to be our next door neighbour. Caught much. No. Of course you 

wouldn’t got to be up a bit earlier than you’d get up to catch anything. But were at least in the 

shallows at edge of Lake. Here it both midday and Jesus telling to go out in deep in the middle. Even 

worse  – nets “trammel nets” – of linen, visible to fish in day so used at night and need washing in 

morning – what they doing. So advice even more ridiculous 

 

But nevertheless Peter does what says. No doubt other fishermen on shore laughed. 

But laughter and jeers soon turned to gasps of astonishment – so many fish! 

 

Couple of things in this about how we encounter Jesus before move on to Peter’s response 

 

# Initiative in this encounter is with Jesus. Act of grace. No indication Peter picked out by Jesus 

because he particularly meritorious, involved in particularly religious activity or whatever. In fact the 

opposite maybe indicated – were people sitting around listening to Jesus teaching – showing an 

interest in spiritual things. Peter cleaning fishing nets. Lot of talk today about religious seekers – as if 
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got be religious seeker before encounter Jesus. Some religions do. Specific activities of seeking have 

to engage in if going to find God.  

 

Not what find in scriptures. Whole thrust of NT is it is God who takes initiative in Jesus and in his 

grace comes to us. Not saying should ignore those seeking – but grave mistake if limit finding Jesus to 

those actively seeking – puts onus on endeavour of people to find God – opposite of what gospel 

about – God who takes initiative in his grace to find us – God of surprises - and often comes to most 

unlikely people. That my experience meeting Jesus for the first time. I brought up in Christian home – 

walked away from it all in later teens. Got into sport, social life, then uni study. Too busy and too 

much fun think about God – but then God in his grace surprised me one day and met Jesus – and he 

kept surprising me ever since.  

 

Related to that Peter going about ordinary work – secular employment. His daily work. Find later in 

this chapter comes to Matt in exactly same way – working in tax office. Might think less soul 

destroying job can’t imagine – least likely place find God - but encountered Jesus there. Important 

point – so often think have to get to special religious place, building, be doing some religious 

meditation or activity or whatever – encounter God. People give up ordinary work so go on religious 

pilgrimage find God – what this saying is can encounter God in Jesus just as much in routines of daily 

work as anywhere 

 

# When encounter Jesus what calls us to do sometimes runs completely against all our traditions, 

logic, usual practice etc. Seen what told Peter to do seemed, from whatever angle looked at, it 

ridiculous. Again it my experience. I went high school teaching – very successful. Coach of 1
st
 XV 

rugby team by 2
nd

 year – unheard of NZ culture. Had pr by 3
rd

 year. Marked for excellent career – 

then Jesus came along and said I want you to leave that, go and study theology and go into church 

ministry. My colleagues at the College just couldn’t understand it – seemed ridiculous. 

 

Abraham Kuyper…. “There is not one square inch of this world over which Jesus Christ does not say 

it is mine.” Can’t have area of life locked up in box say Jesus has no rights to say what do in that area 

– Peter couldn’t say “hey Jesus you stick to the religious stuff – that’s what you’re good at’ I’ll look 

after the fishing – I know about that.” How may operate. Doesn’t work like that with Jesus – he may 

bust into any box of your life and what he calls you to do may not be what planning in that box 

 

# Issue then is how will you respond. Like Peter – in obedience, even though ran counter to all he had 

learned and all his previous experience told him it totally unrealistic. Even though ran risk of making 

fool of self in front of mates. Or no! – what bible calls disobedience. When encounter Jesus and calls 

us to something often have only 2 choices – obedience or disobedience – yes or no – may not like the 

terms and don’t today – had encounter with one of student couple of weeks ago after class on Lukes 

gospel I teaching – I just can’t agree with this obedience stuff – it’s not what faith is about. But what 

boils down – however else may describe it. Do we trust him enough to say yes.  

 

# And of course all know what result was – overwhelming. Peter overwhelmed by the fish – 

overwhelmed by Jesus. Go away from me Lord for I am a sinful man. One of greatest surprises of 

early church must have been fact that it was Peter, of all people, who became the first great apostolic 

preacher – day of Pentecost, over 3000 responded – caught over 3000 people. Yet only a short time 

before been abject failure, denied Jesus 3 times. Yet this broken and defeated person – stuffed up so 

many times in gospel story – became successful spokesperson and leader of the church.  

 

Again see incredible mystery of God’s grace so wonderfully reflected in this account. Peter begs him 

to go away. Aware of how inadequate he was in his presence – get bit of an idea in presence of some 

great person – think how good you are at something - someone really great person comes along just 

want hide in the shadows. Peter’s response. Early church would have realised how appropriate term 

‘sinner’ was for Peter. But what Peter not realise – what we need to – awareness of our own 

inadequacy, shortcoming, sinfulness – prerequisite for service in following Jesus. Path to greatness 

through humility. 
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# Then Peter gets another surprise. One of key things about Jesus in gospels is he never acts, he never 

responds, how people expect him to – why so few actually recognised who he was – God’s Messiah – 

because very rarely did he act how they imagined God’s Messiah should. He always surprised them. 

 

Here with Peter. Instead of this holy man saying yes Peter you are right, go away and repent, 

sackcloth and ashes, get life sorted out – then might do business. Don’t be afraid from now on you 

will catch men and women Find idea of fishermen harvesting for the kingdom in OT and Peter 

obviously knew what Jesus meaning. In effect – c’mon Pete, I know you not the greatest person 

around, but I’m not looking for great people, for perfect people, I’m looking  for people to follow me 

who will do what you have just done – trust what I say regardless of the consequences. 

 

Following Jesus, discipleship, service in the kingdom is of grace not of works. Peter not called to 

participate in the great adventure of the kingdom, in the mission of bringing the good news of the 

gospel because of his moral character, intellectual capacities or ability to withstand pressures. His call 

like every call to discipleship came to him on the basis of grace. True not just of Peter, but of James 

and John in this story – and Matthew later in ch.  

 

Tom Wright Their motives, as becomes abundantly clear throughout the rest of the Gospel, were 

pretty thoroughly mixed, and the mixture was not exactly 50/50 good and bad either. And yet they 

obeyed: the oddest little raggle taggle of non heroes you ever saw, a kind of junior Dad’s Army with 

homegrown zeal and homespun philosophy. And it was this motley crew, this apology for a new 

people of God, this bunch of shreds and patches that became the people through whom God’s 

movement for the salvation of the world in Jesus continued to be carried out. God’s call is not 

designed to make us supermen and superwomen because that is not what the world needs; it needs 

men and women who are humble enough and often that means humbled enough to listen for the voice 

of God and struggle to obey as best they can. 

 

God calls us not because of who we are but because of who he is. Reassuring for those of us like me 

who aware of our own shortcomings and sinfulness. 

 

# So having received a second instruction from Jesus Peter has to respond again. Having seen what 

happened in the first instance no hesitation v11… 

 

This statement proved very difficult for 20th c. commentators.  

Jesus would not have let them catch the fish to be cast into the sea again or wasted. Undoubtedly the 

Lord allowed them to divide and sell the fishes and to provide for their dependents before 

commencing to follow him continuously. 

Luke does not lay particular stress on the thought of giving up all to follow Jesus 

Probably the verse should not be pressed to mean a complete and immediate abandonment of their 

trade. 

Personally I find it a bit difficult to see it mean anything else – and why would Luke record it if not 

what he mean. Particularly in Luke’s gospel the willingness to renounce everything to follow Jesus is 

stressed – one of key themes of Luke that possessions, riches hindrance to following Jesus - he later 

records a story of a rich person who was unable to follow Jesus precisely because he was unwilling to 

do this. We find it so difficult when what we read in Scripture runs counter to all that we have learned 

when all our previous practice assures us it unrealistic.  

 

Luke constantly reminds us that the call to follow Jesus, to be a disciple, to become part of his mission 

is completely an act of grace – but he also continually emphasises it requires single minded obedience 

and willingness renounce everything 

 

David Livingstone became famous as person discovered source of Nile and opened up Africa, but also 

great missionary taking gospel into heart of that continent. Early in life wrote in his diary 
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I will place no value on anything I have or may possess, except in relation to the cause of Christ. If 

anything would advance the interest of his kingdom it shall be given away or kept, only as by the 

giving or keeping of it I shall promote the glory of him to whom I owe all my hopes in time and 

eternity. May grace and strength sufficient to enable me to adhere faithfully to this resolution be given 

to me, so that not in name only, but in actuality all my interests may be identified with his cause. 

 

No wonder David Livingstone went on like Peter to be involved in a life of such amazing adventure 

for God as he served in his great mission of redeeming the world. 

 

So there’s the story. 3 movements in it 

 Jesus takes the initiative in coming to us. The wonder of grace is that don’t have to be in any 

special place, task, time – you can encounter him anywhere doing anything 

 

 When he does be ready to be surprised – what he calls you to do may be completely unexpected. 

Michael Frost – Jesus the Fool …. 

 Like the jester Christ defies customs and scorns crowned heads. Like a wandering troubador he has 

not place to lay his head. Like the clown in the circus parade, he satirises existing authority by riding 

into town replete with regel pageantry when he has no earthly power. Like a minstrel he frequents 

dinners and parties. Like the jester everything he says and does has a twist in the tail. 

He specialises in the unexpected in turning worlds upside down. When Peter began that day with 

a fruitless nights fishing and perhaps despairingly washing the nets in the morning he would never 

have imagined how the day was going to end 

 

 And the third movement – well you write that. Whether there is going to be a third movement in 

the story depends on whether you respond to the surprising gracious initiative of Jesus like Peter 

in humble obedience as you seek to follow him however upside down he turns your world            

… or whether going to turn your back, go back to the fishing, life as usual. Whenever we 

encounter we have a choice of yes or no!!! 

 

 

 

 

 


